Abstract. In this paper we discuss boosting algorithms that maximize the soft margin of the produced linear combination of base hypotheses. LPBoost is the most straightforward boosting algorithm for doing this. It maximizes the soft margin by solving a linear programming problem. While it performs well on natural data, there are cases where the number of iterations is linear in the number of examples instead of logarithmic.
Introduction
In the boosting by sampling setting, we are given a training set of ± labeled examples and an oracle for producing base hypotheses that are typically not very good. A boosting algorithm is able to find a linear combination of hypotheses that is a better classifier than the individual base hypotheses. To achieve this, the boosting algorithms maintain a distribution on the examples. At each iteration, this distribution is given to the oracle, which must return a base hypothesis that has a certain weak guarantee w.r.t. the current distribution on the examples. The algorithm then redistributes the weight on the examples so that more weight is put on the harder examples. In the next iteration, the oracle again provides a base hypothesis with the same weak guarantee for the new distribution and incorporates the obtained base hypothesis into the linear combination, and so forth. When the algorithm stops, it outputs a linear combination of the base hypotheses obtained in all iterations.
When the data is linearly separable, then maximizing the margin is a provably effective proxy for low generalization error [20] and in the inseparable case, maximizing the soft margin is a more robust choice. The soft margin can be maximized directly with a linear program, and this is precisely the approach taken by a variant LPBoost [9, 16, 3] . Unless otherwise specified, the name LPBoost stands for this variant. While this algorithm has been shown to perform well in practice, no iteration bounds are known for it. As a matter of fact, the number of iterations required by LPBoost can be linear in the number of examples [24] . So what is the key to designing boosting algorithms with good iteration bounds? Clearly, linear programming is not enough.
To answer this question, let us take a step back and observe that in boosting there are two sets of dual weights/variables: the weights on the fixed set of examples and the weights on the set of currently selected hypotheses. In our case, both sets of weights are probability distributions. It has been shown that AdaBoost determines the weights on the hypotheses by minimizing a sum of exponentials [7] . Many boosting algorithms are motivated by modifying this type of objective function for determining the weights of the hypotheses [4] . Alternatively AdaBoost can be seen as minimizing a relative entropy to the current distribution subject to the linear constraint that the edge of the last hypothesis is nonnegative [11, 12] . All boosting algorithms whose iteration bounds are logarithmic in the number of examples are motivated by either optimizing a sum of exponentials in the hypothesis domain or a cost function that involves a relative entropy in the example domain. This line of research culminated in the boosting algorithm SoftBoost [24] , which requires O( 1 More precisely, SoftBoost minimizes the relative entropy to the initial distribution subject to linear constraints on the edges of all the base hypotheses obtained so far. The upper bound on the edges is gradually decreased, and this leads to the main problem with SoftBoost: the generalization error decreases slowly in early iterations.
Once the relative entropy regularization was found to be crucial in the design of boosting algorithms, a natural algorithm emerged: simply add 1 η times the relative entropy to the initial distribution to the maximum soft edge objective of LPBoost and minimize the resulting sum. We call this algorithm Entropy Regularized LPBoost. A number of similar algorithms (such as ν-Arc [16] ) were discussed in Gunnar Rätsch's Ph.D. thesis [14] , but no iteration bounds were proven for them even though they were shown to have good experimental performance. Most recently, a similar boosting algorithm was considered by [18, 19] based on the Lagrangian dual of the optimization problem that motivates the Entropy Regularized LPBoost algorithm. However the O( ln N g 2 ) for boosting algorithms [5] for the hard margin case, where g is the minimum guaranteed edge of the weak learner. In related work, the same bound was proved for another algorithm that involves a tradeoff with the relative entropy [21] . This algorithm, however, belongs to the "corrective" family of boosting algorithms (which includes AdaBoost) that only update the weights on the examples based on the last hypothesis. LPBoost, SoftBoost and the new Entropy Regularized LPBoost are "totally corrective" in the sense that they optimize their weight based on all past hypothesis. While the corrective algorithms are always simpler and faster on an iteration by iteration basis, the totally corrective versions require drastically fewer iterations and, in our experiments, beat the corrective variants based on total computation time. Also the simple heuristic of cycling over the past hypotheses with a corrective algorithm to make it totally corrective is useful for quick prototyping but in our experience this is typically less efficient than direct implementations of the totally corrective algorithms based on standard optimization techniques.
Outline: In Section 2 we discuss the boosting setting and motivate the Entropy Regularized LPBoost algorithm by adding a relative entropy regularizer to a linear program formulated in the weight domain on the examples. We give the algorithm in Section 3 and discuss its stopping criterion. The dual of Entropy Regularized LPBoost's minimization problem in given in Section 4, and our main result, the iteration bound, is covered in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains our experimental evaluation of Entropy Regularized LPBoost and its competitors. The paper concludes with an outlook and discussion in Section 7.
The Boosting Setting and LPBoost
In the boosting setting, we are given a set of N labeled training examples (x n , y n ), n = 1 . . . N, where the instances x n are in some domain X and the labels y n ∈ ±1. Boosting algorithms maintain a distribution d on the N examples, so d lies in the N dimensional probability simplex S N . Intuitively, the examples that are hard to classify are given more weight. In each iteration t = 1, 2, . . . the algorithm gives the current distribution d t−1 to an oracle (a.k.a. the weak learning algorithm), which returns a new base hypothesis h t : X → [−1, 1] from some base hypothesis class H. The hypothesis returned by the oracle comes with a certain guarantee of performance. This guarantee will be discussed in Section 3.
One measure of the performance of a base hypothesis h t w.r.t. the current distribution d t−1 is its edge, which is defined as
, then the edge is just an affine transformation of the weighted error h t of hypothesis h t . A hypothesis that predicts perfectly has edge 1 and a hypothesis that always predicts incorrectly has edge −1, while a random hypothesis has edge approximately 0. The higher the edge, the more useful the hypothesis is for classifying the training examples. The edge of a set of hypotheses is defined as the maximum edge of the set.
It is convenient to define an N -dimensional vector u t that combines the base hypothesis h t with the labels y n of the N examples: u 
n dn = 1. This can be done using sequential quadratic programming.
, where the coefficients wq maximize the soft margin over the hypothesis set {h 1 , . . . , h T } using the LP soft margin problem (2).
w q is the coefficient of the hypothesis h q added at iteration q. Ideally, all examples should be on the correct side of the hyperplane defined by the linear combination f w . In other words, for all examples (x n , y n ), we want y n f w (x n ) > 0. The hard margin of an example (x n , y n ) measures by how much an example is on the right side and is defined as y n f w (x n ). The hard margin of a set of examples is taken to be the minimum margin of the set. When the sign of the convex combination is consistent with the labels, the examples are separated by the hyperplane f w , and this margin is positive. Note that edges are linear in the distribution over the examples and margins are linear in the distribution over the current set of hypotheses.
There is a simple linear programming problem that defines a basic boosting algorithm: update to any distribution that minimizes the maximum edge of the t hypotheses seen so far. That is,
The resulting boosting algorithm is the hard margin version of LPBoost ( [9] ). By linear programming duality, the minimum-maximum edge equals the maximumminimum margin:
In the case when examples are not separable by a linear combination of the base hypotheses, then the hard margins are naturally replaced by the soft margins. The term "soft" here refers to a relaxation of the margin constraint. We now allow examples to lie below the margin but penalize them linearly via slack variables ψ n . The resulting optimization problem (2) is again a linear program,
where the trade-off parameter ν is chosen in the range [1. .N ]. Adding slack variables in the hypothesis domain (2) gives rise to the capping constraints d ≤ 1 ν 1 in the dual example domain (see e.g. [16, 3] for an early discussion of capping):
This suggests that boosting algorithms that cap the weight on the examples do well on inseparable data for the same reasons as algorithms that maximize the soft margin.
2 By linear programming duality, the value at iteration t = 1, 2, . . . of (2) is equal to the value of its dual (3), and we will denote this value by P t LP . When t = 0, then the maximum is over an empty set of hypotheses and is defined as −1 (i.e. P 
The Entropy Regularized LPBoost Algorithm
In the minimization problem that motivates the main algorithm of this paper, Entropy Regularized LPBoost, a relative entropy is added to the linear programming problem in the example domain (3) . The relative entropy between distri-
The factor 1/η is a trade-off parameter between the relative entropy and the maximum edge. The modified mini-max problem is defined as follows:
Note that the constraint d ≥ 0 was dropped because the relative entropy is not defined for negative d n , and therefore the constraints d ≥ 0 are enforced implicitly. The relative entropy term makes the objective function P t (d) strictly convex and therefore the min has a unique solution, which we denote as d t . We also define P t (d) when t = 0. In this case the maximum is over an empty set of hypotheses and is defined as −1 as before.
which is minimized at d 0 and therefore P 0 (d 0 ) := −1. The Entropy Regularized LPBoost algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1 predicts at trial t with this distribution d t . Note that in the statement of the algorithm we reformulated (4) into an equivalent convex optimization problem. If the regularization term
0 ) is dropped from the optimization problem then this algorithm becomes the original LPBoost, whose solution is not unique and depends on the LP solver that is used.
In each iteration t, the boosting algorithm sends a distribution d t−1 to the oracle and the oracle returns a hypothesis h t from the base hypotheses set H. The returned hypothesis satisfies a certain quality assumption. The strongest assumption is that the oracle returns a hypothesis with maximum edge, i.e. h t lies in argmax h∈H u h · d t−1 . Iteration bounds for this oracle essentially follow from the work of [22] who use bundle methods to optimize functions of the form
They show that O( η ) iterations suffice to get within /2 of the optimum value of this optimization problem. However, the algorithm requires the computation of the gradient of max h∈H u h · d evaluated at the current distribution d t−1 . The hypothesis returned by the above maximum edge oracle is such a gradient. Setting η = ln N and using a version of the below lemma gives the bound. This strong oracle is also assumed for the recent corrective algorithm of [21] . In contrast, in this paper we follow [17, 23, 24] and only require a lower bound g on the edge of the hypothesis returned by the oracle. Iteration bounds for this weaker oracle are much harder to obtain. 
, and stops when δ T +1 ≤ /2, for a predefined threshold > 0. Recall that the output of the algorithm is a linear combination f w (x) = T q=1 w q h q (x), where the coefficients w q are an optimal solution of the LP soft margin problem (3) over the hypothesis set {h 1 , . . . , h T }. We first bound the number of iterations T needed before the value P T LP of this optimization problem gets within of the guarantee g. All relevant quantities used in the proof are depicted in Figure 1 .
LP ≤ , where g is the guarantee of the oracle.
On the other hand, from the fact that Δ(d, d 0 ) ≥ 0 and the assumption on the weak learner, we know that
Subtracting P T (d T ) and using the stopping criterion we have
Adding (5) to the above yields g ≤ P T LP + .
Now we must consider the range of the guarantee g that an oracle can achieve.
it is easy to achieve g ≥ −1. We claim that the maximum achievable guarantee is g = P LP , where P LP is defined as the value of (3) w.r.t. the entire hypothesis set H from which oracle can choose. That is,
and therefore, for any distribution d such that d ≤ 1 ν 1, we have max h∈H u h ·d ≥ P LP . Thus, there always exists a hypothesis in H with edge at least P LP . Also, for any optimal distribution that realizes the value P LP , there is no hypothesis of edge strictly greater than P LP .
For computational reasons, the guarantee g of an oracle may be less that P LP , and therefore we formulate our algorithm and iteration bound for an oracle w.r.t. any guarantee g ∈ [−1, P LP ]. It should be emphasized that our algorithm does not need to know the guarantee g achieved by the oracle.
The line P LP is depicted in Figure 1 . The sequence P t LP approaches this line from below and the sequence min q=1...t+1 P q (d q−1 ) approaches the line g from above. When g < P LP , as shown in Figure 1 , then both sequences cross, and when g = P LP , then both sequences get arbitrarily close.
Note that the strong oracle discussed earlier which always returns a hypothesis in H of maximum edge w.r.t. the provided distribution clearly has the maximum guarantee P LP . Indeed, on many data sets, this more computationally expensive oracle converges faster than an oracle that only returns a hypothesis of edge P LP (see [17] for an experimental comparison), even though there are no improved iteration bounds known for this stronger oracle.
Our algorithm produces its final linear combination based on the soft margin linear programming problem (3). Alternatively, it could produce a final weight vector w based on the dual of the regularized minimum-maximum edge problem (4) given in the next section. When η ≥ 2 ln N ν , then the regularization term
is at most /2, implying that the values of the regularized problems in the example domain are always at most /2 larger than the corresponding unregularized problems. Therefore computing the final w in Entropy Regularized LPBoost via the dual of the regularized problem is also a reasonable choice. In our experiments (not shown) this did not affect the generalization error of the algorithm.
The Dual Optimization Problem of Entropy Regularized LPBoost
In this section we compute the Lagrangian dual of (4) and discuss the dual relationship between the the problem of optimizing the distribution on the examples versus optimizing the distribution on the current set of hypotheses. We state the following lemma without proof; the proof is standard and follows from standard arguments (see e.g. [2] ).
Lemma 2. The Lagrangian dual of (4) is
where
The optimal solution d t of (4) can be expressed in terms of the dual variables w t and ψ t as follows:
Furthermore, the value of the primal is equal to the value of the dual. Also, for the optimal primal solution d t and optimal dual solution w t ,
Note that Θ t (w, ψ) is a "smoothed" minimum soft margin of the examples for the linear combination w of the first t hypotheses. As η → ∞, this margin becomes the minimum soft margin. Similarly, P t (d) is the smoothed maximum edge of the first t hypothesis when the distribution on the examples d lies in the capped probability simplex. Again as η → ∞, this edge becomes the maximum edge over the capped simplex. Smoothing is done by different means in the primal versus the dual domain. In the primal it is done by adding one over η times a relative entropy to the max. In the dual, the log partition function smoothes the minimum soft margin.
A smoothing effect can also be seen in the distribution d t over the examples. Whereas LPBoost puts its entire weight onto the examples with minimum soft margin w.r.t. the current hypothesis set {h 1 , . . . , h t }, Entropy Regularized LPBoost spreads the weight to examples with higher soft margins by taking the soft min of these margins. The degree of the smoothing is controlled by η. As η → ∞, Entropy Regularized LPBoost reverts to an instantiation of LPBoost (i.e. all weight is put on examples with minimum soft margin).
Iteration Bound for Entropy Regularized LPBoost
This section contains our main result. For clarity, the number of iterations corresponds to the number of hypotheses incorporated into the final linear combination, rather than calls to the oracle. The number of calls to the oracle is T + 1 but the number of hypotheses in the final linear combination is T . In other words, the hypothesis h T +1 obtained in the last call to the oracle is discarded. Our first technical lemma bounds the increase
Proof. First observe that
Clearly the first max is at least as large as the second. If both are the same, then the lemma trivially holds because
, then the first max equals u t · d t−1 . We can also rewrite the second max by invoking Lemma 2 with t − 1 instead of t, obtaining
We still need to show that when
2 . By Lemma 2, the value of the optimization problem defining Entropy Regularized LPBoost, P t (d), equals the value of its dual problem. We begin by lower bounding the increase of this value between successive iterations. Let w t and ψ t denote optimal parameters for the dual problem at iteration t. Because the dual is a maximization problem, Θ t (w t , ψ t ) ≥ Θ t (w, ψ) for any suboptimal w ∈ P t and ψ ≥ 0. For our lower bound on the value we replace ψ t by the suboptimal previous value ψ t−1 and w t by w t (α) = (1 − α) w
This holds for any
exp(2ηα) and this lets us lower bound the above as
By applying the following inequality from [10] ∀c ∈ [0, 1] and r ∈ R : . Plugging this α into the above, we get
as desired.
Recall the definition of δ t that we monitor in our proof:
As done in [22] , we now prove a quadratic recurrence for δ t .
Lemma 4. If η ≥ 1/2 and δ
Proof. We prove this recurrence by bounding the inequality of the previous lemma from above and below. We upper bound the l.h.s. via
To lower bound the r.h.s. of the same inequality, first observe that
Since we assumed δ t ≥ 0, we can lower bound the r.h.s. as
The lemma requires δ t ≥ 0. The stopping criterion actually assures that δ t > 2 , for 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Instead of using a recurrence relation, the standard approach would be to show that the value of the underlying optimization problem drops by at least a constant. See e.g. [23, 24] for examples for this type of proof. More precisely, in our case we have
Unfortunately, for our solution to get -close to the guarantee g, we need that η is inversely proportional to and therefore this proof technique only yields the iteration bound of O(
We shall now see that our recurrence method leads to an improved iterations bound of O(
, which is optimal in the hard margin case (when ν = 1).
. . be a sequence of non-negative numbers satisfying the following recurrence, for t ≥ 1:
where c > 0 is a positive constant. Then for all integers t ≥ 1,
This is Sublemma 5.4 of [1] which is is easily proven by induction. 
By Lemma 1,
2 ) into the above inequality results in T ≤ max( (7) is linear in η. Therefore as η → ∞, the iteration bound becomes vacuous.
Experimental Evaluation
All of our experiments utilize data from ten benchmark data sets derived from the UCI benchmark repository as previously used in [15] . We compared the soft margin algorithms LPBoost, Entropy Regularized LPBoost, and SoftBoostwith AdaBoost, LogitBoost [8] , and BrownBoost [6] . AdaBoost 3 was chosen as a comparator because it is the most common boosting algorithm overall. LogitBoost and BrownBoost were chosen because they are well known and designed for inseparable data.
We used RBF networks as the base learning algorithm. 4 The data comes in 100 predefined splits into training and test sets. For the soft margin algorithms we set = 0.01. Then for each each of the splits we used 5-fold cross-validation to select the optimal free parameters for each of the algorithms. Finally, in Entropy Regularized LPBoost, η was set to 2 ln N ν . This leads to 100 estimates of the generalization error for each method and data set. . Note that LPBoost is virtually indistinguishable from Entropy Regularized LPBoost, and SoftBoost's margin begins increasing much later than the others. Also, the corrective algorithm converges more slowly than the totally corrective version. The first step in our empirical analysis of Entropy Regularized LPBoost, is to verify that it actually maximizes the soft margin. Figure 2 shows the soft margin vs. number of iterations for LPBoost, Entropy Regularized LPBoost, and SoftBoost for a single run of the Banana data set from the UCI Benchmark 3 In AdaBoost, the parameter αt was chosen to minimize 4 The data is from http://theoval.cmp.uea.ac.uk/ ∼ gcc/matlab/index.shtml. The RBF networks were obtained from the authors of [15] , including the hyper-parameter settings for each data set. [21] . Using data from the same run used to generate Figure 2 , we also examine generalization error as a function of the number of iterations. The results, shown in Figure 3 , confirm that all of the algorithms have similar generalization in the end. Although the corrective algorithm takes many more iterations to converge, its generalization error eventually approaches that of the totally corrective algorithm.
The means and standard deviations for the full benchmark comparison of AdaBoost, LogitBoost, BrownBoost, LPBoost, SoftBoost, and Entropy Regularized LPBoost and are given in Table 1 . 5 As we expected, the generalization performances of the soft margin algorithms -LPBoost, Entropy Regularized LPBoost, and SoftBoost -are very similar. In fact, because both SoftBoost and Entropy Regularized LPBoost are intended to approximate LPBoost, we would have been very surprised to see a significant different in their generalization error. The soft margin algorithms outperform AdaBoost on most data sets, while the generalization error of BrownBoost and LogitBoost lie between that of AdaBoost and the soft margin algorithms. Comparing the soft margin algorithms with AdaBoost, LogitBoost and BrownBoost reinforces the idea that maximizing the soft margin results in good algorithms.
Finally, we compared the totally corrective Entropy Regularized LPBoost with the corresponding corrective algorithm of [21] . While a single iteration of the corrective algorithm is faster than a single iteration of the totally corrective algorithm (implemented with sequential quadratic programming), the overall running time of the totally corrective algorithm was much faster in our experiments. To demonstrate this, we selected ringnorm and titanic, the largest and smallest datasets of Table 1 respectively, and compared the total running times of LPBoost, Entropy Regularized LPBoost, and Corrective Entropy Regularized LPBoost (Table 2) . We used the CPLEX optimizer on a cluster with Intel Xeon X5355 2.66GHz processors. The corrective algorithm of [21] does not come with a stopping criterion, so for a fair comparison we first determined the optimum margin to high precision. We then timed each algorithm until its margin was within = 0.1 of the optimum. Observe that the corrective algorithm is significantly slower than the totally corrective algorithms on both datasets.
Conclusion
We used duality methods instead of Bregman projections to obtain a simple proof for the iteration bound of Entropy Regularized LPBoost 6 We were not able to prove the bound by making fixed progress in each iteration. Instead, following [22] we arrived at a quadratic recurrence equation for the remaining duality gap and, in solving this recurrence, achieved the optimal bound.
We show that the Entropy Regularized LPBoost algorithm has performance comparable to LPBoost and SoftBoost on natural data. It fixes the slow start problem of SoftBoost. We believe that the striking simplicity of the optimization problem for Entropy Regularized LPBoost in which a relative entropy is traded off against a linear objective will lead to further insights into the nature of Boosting and its striking difference to the main other family of learning algorithms (which includes Support Vector Machines (SVMs)) that are motivated by regularizing with the squared Euclidean distance.
